Mapping the Moon
Lesson 7: Making a Model

Learning Goals/Objectives
To build a topographic map of a “moon mountain”
To use a topographic map to determine a safe landing place for a moon mission

Activity Overview
Students will learn about NASA’s mission to find safe landing sites on the surface of the moon. After seeing a visualization of surface mapping, students will create a topographic map and use this map to consider questions about landing sites on the surface of the moon.

Advance Preparation
1. Preview the LRO visualization before viewing with students.
2. Prepare a computer with projector for students to be able to view the visualization.

Teacher Background
See Student Information Sheet or the Science Visualization Studio website in the resource section regarding the LRO’s mapping of the moon.
Classroom Activity

1. Have students begin the lesson by setting up their science notebooks for the day. Instruct the students to write the focus question in their science notebooks. **What kind of surface is necessary for a spacecraft to land safely on the moon?**

2. Share the student information sheet about the mapping of the moon with students. Have students record notes in the observations/data section of their science notebook.

3. Watch the visualization of the moon mapping that LRO will do. See the resources section for the link to this visualization. Have the students record notes in the observations/data section of their notebooks.

4. Lead a discussion with students about why it is important to map the surface of the moon.

5. Tell students they will be making their own model and map of an area of the moon.

6. Give each pair of students a large ball of modeling clay—about the size of a softball.

7. Have the students mold the clay into a large mountain about 4 to 5 inches tall. Instruct them to make the mountain oddly shaped (but flat on the bottom), as this will make their maps more interesting. They can also put a small crater in the top of their mountain shape if they wish.

8. Using their pencil and a ruler, have the students make ½-inch pencil marks starting from the top of the mountain.

9. Have the students use a pencil to make two holes through the middle of the mountain, from the top of the mountain to the cardboard underneath. Make sure the pencil holes go all the way through the mountain.

10. Ask the students to take the string, wrap it around their fingers, and hold it tight. Use the string to cut the top ½-inch of the mountain.

11. Have the students place the slice of mountain on the white construction paper and trace around it. Have them put the pencil through the holes in the slice to make marks on the paper to help them line up the slices of clay. Put the slice to the side.

12. Ask them to cut a second slice and line up the holes with the marks on the paper. Lay the slice on top of the first slice tracing. Trace around the second slice. Again, put this slice to the side.

13. Continue tracing each slice of the mountain until all slices have been traced. After all the slices have been traced, have the students color each slice a different color.

14. Have the students place their slices of mountain back together, lining up the slices using the pencil holes.
15. Have the students glue their maps into their science notebooks. Then have them answer the discussion questions listed below before making their claims/evidence charts.
   a. Why are some of the traced lines closer together than others?
   b. What kind of mountain slope makes lines that are closer together?
   c. What kind of mountain slope makes lines that are far apart?
   d. Where are the steepest slopes on your mountain?

16. Have students make a claims/evidence chart for the focus question. Have them use the article, the visualization, and their topographic maps to make claims.

17. Using the claims/evidence chart, have students consider the following questions to make a conclusion about the focus question.

   a. Looking at your map, where would be the best place to land a spacecraft?
   b. Why is this location an ideal spot to land a spacecraft? Use your claims/evidence chart to make this claim.

18. Have a “making-meaning” conference with students. Make a claims/evidence chart with students and discuss the conclusions students made. (See sample claims/evidence chart below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claims</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• I claim inside the crater will be the safest landing spot on our piece of the moon.</td>
<td>• I claim this because there are no large rocks and the surface is flat and not sloped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I claim that the flat base of our mountain is the safest landing spot.</td>
<td>• I claim this because it is flat and the spacecraft would not land on a steep surface.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Resources**

Mapping the Moon
Student Information Sheet

When Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong were just seconds from landing on the moon, they realized that their landing was in danger. Only 400 feet from the surface of the moon, they saw that their ship, Apollo 11, was on course to land in a crater full of SUV-sized boulders. They averted danger by taking control of their ship’s computer and landing in a smoother area beyond the crater’s rim.


Part of the challenge of landing on the moon is finding a surface safe enough to land upon. Generally, a good landing site is level and free from large objects that could damage the spacecraft as it lands.

In order to help get astronauts back on the moon by 2020, part of the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter’s (LRO) mission is to find safe landing spots on the surface of the moon. One of the instruments designed to help in this goal is the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA). LOLA was created to calculate the height of lunar terrain. It is a laser ranging system that records the time it takes for a laser pulse to travel from the spacecraft to the surface and back. After orbiting the moon for a year, LOLA will create an elevation map of the moon’s polar regions.

A second instrument, named Diviner, will measure temperatures in LOLA’s mapping area to analyze potential landing sites. Because temperatures change more quickly in areas with lots of rocks, Diviner can analyze temperature change to determine areas on the surface that appear to be smooth but are more likely to be rocky.

Finally, the LRO also will carry a pair of cameras called the Narrow Angle Cameras (NACs). These eagle-eyed cameras will work together to take images of the lunar surface that can show
details of the moon as small as a half-meter. As the LRO orbits, the moon rotates beneath it and the NACs will take pictures to build a detailed view of the lunar poles. This information will be used to identify landing zones that are safe for spacecraft and free of large boulders and craters.

**Image 2**: The LRO’s imaging cameras will provide highly detailed images of the lunar surface. From these images, scientists can determine where large rock hazards exist. Large rock hazards found in or near level surfaces will make landing in those areas unsafe. Artist depiction above from NASA’s Scientific Visualization Studio, [http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a000000/a003500/a003533/](http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a000000/a003500/a003533/)